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Electronic evidence of asymmetry in the Si„111…A3ÃA3-Ag structure
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Our photoemission spectroscopy results clearly demonstrate that symmetry breakdown in atomic arrange-
ment brings about a lift of degeneracy in electronic states, leading to settle a long-standing controversy on a
surface superstructure. We provide unambiguous evidences that Si(111)A33A3-Ag has the inequivalent tri-
angle structure~IET!, excluding a long-lived honeycomb-chained triangle model. We also give critical experi-
mental proof that the surface exhibits a disorder-order phase transition by cooling; the thermally fluctuating
IET structure is frozen.
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Surface superstructures, which are formed on the first
atomic layers on clean or foreign-atom-adsorbed crystal
faces, have provided interesting platforms for lo
dimensional physics such as exotic phase transitions1–5

Comparing with low-dimensional bulk materials, phase tra
sitions in surface superstructures have an experimental
vantage that atomic positions, symmetries, and electro
structures at transitions can be directly probed with vari
surface science techniques. Such an example is a 431-to-8
3828 transition on an In/Si~111! surface upon cooling, ob
served by electron diffraction and scanning tunneling m
croscopy~STM!.1 The transition was found to be of meta
insulator type accompanying charge-density wave~CDW!
formation through direct measurements of the Fermi surf
and of the CDW gap by angle-resolved photoemission sp
troscopy~ARPES!. For other examples, temperature-induc
transitions of 231-to-c(432) on a clean Si~001! surface2

andA33A3-to-333 on a Sn/Ge~111! surface3,4 have been
widely interpreted in terms of an order-disorder phase tr
sition; the high-temperature phases consist of time-avera
structures by thermal fluctuations, while the low-temperat
~LT! phases are composed of frozen structures with perio
modulations in atomic positions. Since the photoemiss
process is much faster in time scale than thermal fluc
tions, electronic studies by means of photoemission spec
copy, again, played crucial roles in determining transit
mechanisms.2–5 Nonmetallic character at Fermi level (EF)
for the Si~001! surface2 and multicomponents in core-leve
photoemission for the Sn/Ge~111! surface3 were not changed
through the transitions, which were decisive keys to so
the nature of phase transitions.

In this paper, we show another example of electronic e
dence for an asymmetric structure, which was believed to
a symmetric structure, and also evidence for an ord
disorder phase transition, and provide a consistent view o
controversial surface structure. A Si(111)A33A3 super-
structure, induced by one monolayer~ML ! Ag adsorption on
a Si~111! crystal, has been historically the most importa
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prototype for the metal/semiconductor interface6–8 and also
recently an inevitable model to make interpretations
static and dynamic images of surface probe microscop
i.e., STM and atomic force microscopy.8–14 With these fun-
damental physical and nanotechnogical importances, the
face is reinvestigated in detail by ARPES in the present
search.

Its empty-state STM images are known to display
honeycomb-lattice pattern at room temperature~RT!,9–11

while hexagonal-lattice pattern at LT~62 K!.14,15 So two
structural models have been proposed for the phases a
and LT. They are called a ‘‘honeycomb-chained triangl
~HCT! model with a higher symmetry (p31m space
group!10,11,16,17and an ‘‘inequivalent triangle’’~IET! model
with a lower symmetry (p3 space group!,14 respectively. The
models are schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!. The HCT struc-
ture model is characterized by Ag trimers~denoted as tri-

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic illustrations of the HCT and IET mode
for the Si(111)A33A3-Ag surface. Thin solid lines indicate th
unit cell and thick ones represent Ag trimers. The triangles with t
broken lines and the angles (uAg’s! are drawn to show the differ-
ences between HCT, IET~2!, and IET~1!. ~b! Schematic illustra-

tions of the calculated band structure along@112̄# axis for the HCT
and IET models~Ref. 14!.
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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angles with solid thick lines in Fig. 1! arranged in a honey
comb lattice; these trimers are all equivalent to each o
and their arrangement contains a mirror symmetry pl

along the@112̄# axis.16,17 In the IET model, the positions o
three Ag atoms in each unit cell are slightly rotated in t
same direction around the cell corner from those of the H
structure. Since there are two rotation directions, the I
structure is classified into two domains IET(2) and IET~1!,
as shown in Fig. 1~a!. As a consequence two inequivalent A
triangles of different sizes are formed in an unit cell, and

mirror plane along@112̄# crystal axis in the HCT mode
disappears in the IET model, being a kind of~local! symme-
try breakdown. While the recent first-principle calculatio
showed that the IET model is energetically more stable t
the HCT,14 the previous ARPES studies reported a surfa
band structure supporting the HCT model.18,19 Moreover re-
cent surface x-ray diffraction~SXRD! supported the HCT
structure with a large thermal fluctuation at RT, which tran
forms into the IET structure below 150 K.16,20 On the other
hand, the recent theoretical simulations have suggested
the RT phase is not a static HCT structure but rather a t
mally fluctuating structure between IET(2) and
IET~1!.12,13,21 Then we are faced with fundamental que
tions.~1! In spite of the first-principle calculation telling tha
the HCT structure is not the most stable structure, doe
really exist at RT?~2! What is the nature of long-range-ord
symmetry transition between the honeycomb and hexag
lattice patterns in STM images? Is this a transition from
HCT to the IET structures with cooling? In the present wo
these specific questions are solved in the light of a gen
principle of physics that symmetry breakdown in atomic
rangement causes a lift of degeneracy in electronic states
have found that two surface-state bands for this surface
perstructure, which should be degenerate atK̄ point for the
HCT model,10,11,14 are not actually degenerate both in
high- and low-temperature phases, in contradiction to
previous ARPES reports.18,19 This is a direct evidence fo
that the RT phase, which has been believed to be the H
structure10,11,16,17 for twenty years,6–8 is a time-averaged
thermally fluctuating local IET structure.14 We also found
that a disorder-order type phase transition proceeds by c
ing and the surface changes into the frozen IET structur
LT. Such a transformation naturally explains the honeycom
to-hexagonal lattice patterns observed in ST
images.9–11,14,15

The ARPES experiments were performed with unpol
ized HeIa radiation and with linearly polarized synchrotro
radiation ~SR! at beamline~BL!-3.2R at ELLETRA, Italy,
and also at BL-18A of KEK-Photon Factory, Japan. ARP
spectra were taken from;90 K up to RT. The temperatur
was measured by thermocouples fixed on the sample ho
close to the sample. The spectra shown here were take
120 K, if not specified, and normalized by background inte
sities aboveEF .22 TheEF position was determined by fitting
the Fermi edge measured on Ta foils holding Si crystals.
n-type ~P-doped! Si~111! wafer (2 –15V cm) was cleanedin
situ by direct current heating, up to 1250 °C. A Si(111)A3
3A3-Ag surface was prepared by evaporating;1.2 ML of
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Ag on the Si(111)737 clean surface at;520 °C, followed
by further annealing at 520–540 °C and;600°C.23 The
quality of the surface was ascertained by a sharpA33A3
electron diffraction pattern, fine structures of the Si 2p
spectra,23 and strong surface state signals of the ARP
spectra.18,23–26In order to investigate the symmetry prope
ties of the surface states along@112̄# axis, we adopted two
different measurement geometries denoted asA1 and
A6 .18,22 In brief, photoelectrons only from even-symmet
initial states are detected in theA1 geometry, while initial
states of both even and odd symmetries are probed in theA6

geometry. Linear polarization for the data shown below
confirmed to be better than 90%, satisfying the experime
condition.

Figure 2 shows the ARPES spectra measured with pho
energy (hn) of 21.22 eV~SR!, scanned along theḠ-K̄ sur-
face Brillouin zone~SBZ! line (@112̄# axis!, in the A6 ge-
ometry, ~a! at an incident angle of photon (u i)530°, ~b! at
u i545°, and~c! at u i545° with fine scans~in 0.5° step!
near K̄ point @corresponding to an emission angle (ue) of
;20°]. The scan direction of@112̄# axis was determined by
low or reflection-high-energy electron diffraction with a pr
cision of ;60.1°. In these spectra, two prominent pea
denoted byS2 andS3, are observed at a binding energy (EB)
;1 eV, which are attributed to the surface states.18,19,24,25

The spectral appearances ofS2 andS3 states are differen
between the measurement conditions due to the photoe
sion matrix element.18,27 Such a distinction enables us t
trace the dispersions ofS2 andS3 with ue individually. The
S2 and S3 states disperse and approach each other aue

;20° (K̄ point!. However, they do not degenerate or cro
each other. Figure 3 shows gray-scale band dispersion
grams constructed from the spectra in Fig. 2. The intensi
of the spectral features are approximately represented by

FIG. 2. Normalized ARPES spectra for the Si(111)A3

3A3-Ag surface taken along the surface Brillouin zone lineḠ-K̄

(@112̄# axis!,with SR at 120 K in theA6 geometry~see the text!.
The photon energy used is 21.22 eV and the photon incident an
(u i ’s! are ~a! 30°, ~b! 45°, and~c! 45°.
7-2
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FIG. 3. Gray-scale diagrams of the surfac

state band dispersions alongḠ-K̄ (@112̄# axis!,
constructed from the ARPES scans in Figs. 2~a!,
2~b!, and 2~c!, respectively.
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brightness in gray-scale by taking the second derivative
the original ARPES spectra.22 As can be seen, theS2 andS3

states energetically come closer nearK̄ point, but keep an
energy gap between them. Through our ARPES experim
at different chambers and spectrometers, the gap was d
mined to be 0.2260.07 eV. The two states never degener
at theK̄ point. As shown in Fig. 1, the recent first-principle
calculations have reported that, at theK̄ point, S2 and S3
should be degenerate for the HCT model, while they are
degenerate, having an energy gap of 0.15 eV for the
model.14 This value is very close to our experimental resu
This firmly supports that the surface has the IET structure
120 K, not the HCT. No previous works of ARPES studi
on the electronic structure of this surface18,19,23–25reported
this band splitting.

Contrary to our results, the previous ARPES studies18 un-
der the same conditions showed that theS2 andS3 states are
degenerate atK̄ point, where only a broad single peak w
observed. Figure 2~b! in the present study shows that theS2

and S3 peaks are enhanced below and aboveue520° (K̄),
respectively. Thus, we can infer that the broad peak obse
in the previous report18 was composed of the unresolvedS2
andS3 components, and that the spectral signature of th
components seemingly behaved as if a single state was
persing to higherEB with emission angles. The clear separ
tion between theS2 andS3 components in our ARPES spe
tra stems from a recently proposed procedure for w
controlled sample preparation,23 LT measurements to reduc
phonon broadening, and fine scans with smaller angle st

It is confirmed by experiments and theories th
Si(111)A33A3-Ag possesses another surface stateS1 near
EF .14,18,19,23,25Yet, the calculation shows that the HCT an
IET models have differentEB’s for the S1 state.14 However,
due to limited accuracy in determining theEF position in the
first-principles calculation14 as well as experimental diffi
culty in determiningEB of S1,18,23 the state can never be th
proper criterion. In this research, we have obtained the c
sistency ofS1 with the previous ARPES studies18,19,23,25and
confirmed that the behavior of this state does not alter theS2
andS3 results.

Next let us discuss the symmetry properties of theS2 and
S3 wave functions. In the previous ARPES study,18 it was
reported that theS3 state had odd symmetry with respect
the mirror plane along@112̄# axis, which supported the HCT
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model,10 and that the state should not be observed in S
ARPES measurements in theA1 geometry. Figure 4 shows
ARPES spectra taken along@112̄# (Ḡ-K̄ direction! in theA1

geometry athn521.22 eV~SR!. The two statesS2 and S3
are clearly observed, implying thatS3 has no odd symmetry
with respect to@112̄# axis. While a complete argument of th
missing symmetry elements requires a proper calculation
photoemission matrix elements with detail characterizati
of SR linearity, no defined mirror symmetry plane may
derived along@112̄# axis for both theS2 andS3 wave func-
tions. This is consistent with the ARPES results of the I
structure given above.

Now, we can be sure that the electronic structure, deri
from the ARPES measured at 120 K, is consistent with
lower-symmetry IET structure, rather than the high
symmetry HCT model. Next we discuss the observed tra
tion in STM images by cooling, from a honeycomb lattic

FIG. 4. Normalized ARPES spectra taken alongḠ-K̄ (@112̄#
axis! at 120 K in theA1 geometry ~see text! with SR of hn
521.22 eV andu i530°.
7-3
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pattern at RT~Refs. 9,10,14! to a hexagonal one at LT.14,15

Since, according to the STM image simulations,11,14 the hon-
eycomb and hexagonal lattice patterns are consistent with
HCT and IET models, respectively, a straightforward int
pretation is that the observed change in STM images
transition from the HCT to IET by cooling, being an orde
order transition. If it is the case, theS2 andS3 states would
change atK̄ point by cooling; the two states would be d
generate at RT and split at LT. Then, we measured spe
just at K̄ point, as a function of temperature.

Figure 5~a! shows a series of ARPES spectra at theK̄
point (ue520°) taken at various temperatures ranging fro
;90 to ;297 K with He Ia radiation atu i540°. At 90 K,
the S2 and S3 peaks are clearly distinguished as in Figs
24. With increasing temperatures, the spectral signatur

*Electronic address: matsuda@surface.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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the two peaks energetically broadens. However, one can
fairly certain from the raw spectra that the two peaks per
at any temperature. To analyze this point in detail, we
composed the spectra at each temperature, using two Ga
ian peaks and an integrating background,3 as shown in Figs.
5~b!–5~d!. The full widths at half maximum of the Gaussia
peaks are 0.29 (S2) and 0.34 eV (S3) at 90 K in~d!; they are
slightly broadened in~b! and~c!. It is then obvious that there
are always two components at all temperatures; their bind
energies do not change with temperature. The slight cha
of the relative intensities of two components with tempe
ture may be owing to the background substraction or has
been reported for typical order-disorder transition system2,3

Thus, there is no change in electronic structure.
A presence of a gap at theK̄ point at every observed

temperature unambiguously indicates an existence of no
ror symmetry plane along@112̄# crystal axis at;90–297 K.
This result favors a transition of order-disorder type for t
transition rather than structural one. It is now experimenta
confirmed that the AFM/STM images taken at RT are tim
averaged images of the thermal fluctuations. The previ
calculation of the order-disorder type predicted a transit
temperature below RT and higher probability of IET th
that of HCT even at RT,12 being consistent with the previou
STM studies8–14 and the present ARPES results. The the
retical approach also proposed several possible metas
structures that are much stable than the HCT one.12 Since the
result of Fig. 5 only teaches local symmetry of the surface
leaves rooms for existence of such metastable structures
certain change in the IET structure, such asuAg,6°, with
temperature. This seemingly makes consensus with
SXRD results20 and suggests that Si(111)A33A3-Ag could
be an interesting playground to study order-disorder ph
transition with fluctuation among continous states, wh
might belong to a different class from the multistate Po
model.
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